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Abstract—The ore transportation system of strip mines is a
representative discrete-event sys-tem, so the data concerning
facilities and resource are collected and extracted to obtain their
statistical probability by Expertfit; Based on Flexsim, Then 3D
model is developed, incarnating the relationship among transport,
resource and facilities, thereby, which vividly simulates, anal
sizes and optimizes the producing-transport system of strip mines.
It puts forward two dispatching method, Grade-threshold
dispatching and Passive-Dispatched Truck, and sets three indexes
in orthogonal designs, including truck utilization ratio,
producing-facility utilization ratio and standard deviation of
Aluminum to Silicon ratio(DAS). Those optimization schemes,
referring to site-transportation network and dispatching plan,
can minimize the cost and optimize material com-position by
analyzing simulation model; It gains the optimization decisionmaking of temporary reserves in washing bauxite site, number of
trucks and ways of dispatching, meanwhile, forecasts and
analyzes latency influence factors and sensitivity. The simulation
results validate the rationality and correctness of simulation
system.
Keywords-ore transportation; flexsim; system simulation;
grade-threshold dispatching

I.

INTRODUCTION

The convey of ore is the main portion of strip mine produce,
accounting for the 50% of the total transport cost, which affects
seriously economic benefits of mines. Flexsim software,
providing with the function of 3D display, data processing and
exchanging etc, fits specially to simulate the representative
discrete-event system of strip mines. The agility and
reproducibility of models make for investigating sufficiently
ore transportation system. It simulates the design of sitetransportation network, truck-dispatching plan in dummysimulation environment, and validates the rationality and
feasibility of scheme, meanwhile, keeping producing process
continuous and stable by adjusting the stability of ore degree.
Moreover, the cost of ore transportation system is reduced and
the utilization ratio of truck and producing equipment also are
enhanced, but never affecting operation normally and
enterprise safety[1][2][3].

which is rigorous for Aluminum to Silicon ratio (A/S) and
should be kept perennially stable.
A. Model Hypothesis
It is hypothesized by actual circs in Ping-Guo bauxite
accurate, as follows:(1)Don’t set loading time, unloading time
and number of trucks, for ore broken up can be directly conveyed.(2)Assigning in advance trucks to some stope, but
dispatched in the whole diggings when required.(3)Supposing
uniform motion, and set acceleration and deceleration of trucks
for off-set fork-lift‘s loading and unloading time.(4)One
washing bauxite site is interdependent with one blending rock
site, A/S are equal in each pair.
B. Macroscopic Layouts
According to actual circs, the design is done on the twolevel of macroscopic layout and microscopic dynamic
dispatching to optimize transportation system as possible.
Based on linear optimization, site-road plan and Ore blending
plan, macroscopic layout establishes site-transportation
network, mining sequence and output over time to prolong the
length of service by making the most of low-degree ore and
minimize total ore transportation volume and cost.
The result of multi-objective linear programming is gained
by DASH, optimizing software. The pan can prolong the length
of service, 6.74 and 9.85years in the 9th and 10th area, and the
weighted average is 7.78, as shows in Figure 1.

II. SIMULATION PLAN
Ping-Guo accumulative bauxite ore, Occurring more than
0.2 billion tons in Guangxi province, is infrequent and oversize,
and possesses huge economic values. With low content of SiO2,
ore is only appropriate to be smelted by pure Bayer process,

FIGURE I. SITES-TRANSPORTATION NETWORK PLAN
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C. Microscopic Dynamic Dispatching
Degree-Threshold Dispatching and Passive-Dispatched
Truck are the main optimizing means of microscopic dynamic
dispatching to enhance resource efficiency and ensure the
stability of ore degree by setting three indexes: DAS, utilization
ratio of truck and producing equipment[4][5].
D. Conceptual Model
Microscopic dynamic dispatching is constituted of trucks,
washing bauxite sites and stopes, dis-patching center in PingGuo bauxite ore[6].There are two ways for dispatching: several
stopes provide ore to one washing bauxite site which offers
some A/S ore in special periods to alumina refinery, and
dispatching center sets the task priority of stope transportation
and dispatches trucks when the A/S exceeds some critical value
in washing bauxite sites, then trucks execute task by the
priority and control consequently ore degree in the blending
rock site; On the other hand, idle trucks dispatched
unreasonably ask dispatching center for conveying tasks,
thereby, it keeps the dynamic balance of truck dispatching and
enhances the utilization ratio of resource, as shows in Figure 2.

FIGURE III. MINING PROGRESS CONTROL PROGRAM

FIGURE IV. DEGREE-THRESHOLD DISPATCHING PROGRAM.

III. SYSTEM MODEL
A. Simulation Theory
The objects in Flexsim would execute some activity and
task and possess special function or inherit other function, so it
can describe main characters of ore transportation and
processing on ore, and change the state of objects on discretetime point by special event[10][11][12].
B. Collecting and Conducting Data
Some parameters required by simulation model are
collected and dealt with by ExpertFit, to gain their probability
functions, such as weight per vehicle, A/S per vehicle, vehicle
failure rate, equipment failure rate, washing bauxite time per
ton etc, taking now A/S per vehicle for example.
ExpertFit allows determining automatically and accurately
which probability distribution best represents a data set, and
presenting coincidence degree, and performs the A-D Test, the
K-S Test in order to get a formal evaluation of the best-fitting
model[13].
Observed values are ranked by the degree, X(1)≤X(2)≤X(n)
Thus Fn(x) and F*(x) respectively rep-resents empirical
dis-tribution function and hypothetic distribution function.
FIGURE II. DEGREE-THRESHOLD DISPATCHING THEORY AND
PASSIVE DISPATCHED TRUCK THEORY

E. Emluator
It is necessary to write C++ program on some objects in the
model to actualize previous function, and the main part is
offered[7][8][9], as follows in Figure 3, 4.
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K-S test: testing statistic Dn = max ( Dn , Dn− ), as shows
in equations (1) and (2), if Dn<Dn,a, hypothetic distribution
function will be accept, or rejected. The αis significance level,
and Dn,α can be also obtain from K-S test table.
A-D test: testing statistic An2, as shows in equation (3), if An2 <
, hypothetic distribution function will be accept, or rejected. The
αis significance level, and An2,a can be also obtain from A-D test table.

An2,a

FIGURE VII. K-S TEST.

It can’t observe which probability distribution best represents probability distribution of A/S per vehicle from the
histogram, unless analyzed by virtue of Expert Fit. Three best
probability functions are selected from 26 models, providing
their coincidence degree (shows in Figure 5, 6).

FIGURE VIII. A-D TEST.

C. Simulation Model

FIGURE VI. COINCIDENCE DEGREE OF PROBABILITY FUNCTIONS.

Log-Laplace best presents probability distribution of A/S
per vehicle, and isn’t refused by the A-D Test (Figure 7) and
the K-S Test (Figure 8), so probability distributions of other
parameters are also determined similarly.
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FIGURE V. BEST PROBABILITY PUNCTION OF A/S PER TRUCK.

Integrated with mine environment around, then 3D simula-tion
model is developed. The model mostly includes fixed objects,
items and task executors. When initiating the model, items,
representing ore, are birthed and endowed some attributes, such as
A/S, weight, cost etc; The task executors perform the function of
trucks and forklift to convey ore, which trigger discrete-event
dispatching by writing C++program into draw menus and log
information of relative data and state transformation in the
attribute for exchanging with other software; Fixed objects mostly
indicate stopes, washing bauxite sites and alumina refinery etc,
which take charge of creating, processing and absorbing item, or
executing special task by writing program. Other objects simulate
vividly around circumstance, road, and charts and so on [14]. The
whole model is showed in Figure 9.
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FIGURE IX. OVERALL SIMULATION MODEL OF PING-GUO
BAUXITE ORE
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IV. SIMULATIONS, ANALYZING AND VALIDATING
A. Simulation Experimentation
The primary aim of model simulation is to reduce ore
transportation cost, and ensures producing process continuously
and stably, so three indexes in orthogonal designs will be set,
including truck utilization ratio, producing-facility utilization ratio
and A/S standard deviation (DAS). DAS regarded as response
variable, will be paid more attention to. After investigating the
simulation system, there are three shadiness influence factors,
quantitative factors: temporary reserves in washing bauxite sites
(A), dispatched truck number (B), and qualitative factors:
dispatching ways(C). Those indexes must be ascertained when
designing optimizing plan of ore transportation system, so
orthogonal experiment is imported to find out best plan and
primary influence factors in simulation experiment[15][16]
[17].
4

The simulation chooses L9 (3 ) orthogonal table to text three
levels of three factors, shown in Table1.

TABLE I. (

Choosing significance levelα=0.1,then F0.1(2,2)=9.0, FA >9,
FB<9, FC<9,so it is obvious that temporary reserves in washing

bauxite sites affects most stability of A/S than others. The
optimizing plan, A3B1C2, is obtained, for the least values of
parameter estimation are A3, B1, C2.However, the plan is missed
in simulation experiment design, so DAS is 0.21 when simulating
again following the plan. Then truck utilization ratio and
producing-facility utilization ratio is separately 0.99 and 0.95, and
the result is great. It is feasible that orthogonal design is applied to
analyze ore transportation system in strip mines.

B. Output of Data and Sensitivity Analyzing
Flexsim logs and shows relative information during running,
such as cost, dynamic A/S, the change of truck utilization ratio and
producing-facility utilization ratio etc. If data are exported into
DDE, Excel, ODBC and Windows Sockets, it is helpful for
analyzing system dynamic circs and directs Scientifically and
reasonably actual producing. It takes simulation mining progress
by periods in some stopes for example, compared with planning
mining
progress.
And
the
results
are
as
follow

L9 (34 ) ORTHOGONAL TABLE)

FIGURE X. PLANNING MINING PROGRESS VS SIMULATION
MINING PROGRESS.

Vacancy part in the Figure 10 represents no mining plan by
mining sequence in macroscopic layout.

Output result is tested by Variance analysis for gaining
significance of factors influence, shown in Table 2:
TABLE II. VARIANCE ANALYSIS
resource of
Variance

sum of squares

degree of
freedom

F

Factor (A)

SSA=0.0459

I=2

FA=12.72

Factor (B)

SSB=0.0156

J=2

FB=4.31

Factor (C)

SSC=0.00042

K=2

FC=0.12

Random
error

SSE=0.00655

2

Sum

SST=0.00361

N=8

As shows in the chart, simulation mining progress is more
detailed than planning mining progress, which reflects the
dynamic process of mining progress and the relation of supply,
in favor of analyzing deeply system parameter and instructing
actual producing plan.
According to orthogonal experiment, temporary reserves in
washing bauxite sites affects most stability of A/S, so the data
are exported to analyze their sensitivity for achieving the
relationship graph. Adopting single factor experiment, the
number of trucks is 25 and dispatching way is “First Available”.
As shows in Figure 11, it is easy to know that A/S doesn’t
meet the standard of stably producing for little available
prepared ore when temporary reserves are low. Generally
speaking, the ideal value should be below 0.9. If not, alumina
refinery will frequently break down, and trucks and equipments
are often idle, accordingly, reducing their efficiency, eventually
bottle-neck occurs in ore transportation system.

FA is calculated in equation (4), similarly calculating F B ,C ,


FA 

SSA ( I  1)
 F ( I  1, N  I  J  K )  
SSE ( N  I  J  K )
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dispatching system of stripe mines and other real-time dynamic
discrete-event system[18].
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It is rare to study the similar ore transportation system at
home and abroad, so Flexsim will show without question its
strong vitality, for the application on mines is just beginning. It
also presents new means and concept for studying the
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